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ALMOST EQUICONTINUOUS TRANSFORMATION GROUPS
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ABSTRACT. A class of transformation groups called strictly almost equicon-

tinuous transformation groups is studied. Manifolds which carry such transforma-

tion groups are determined.  Applications to related classes are obtained.

0. Introduction. We consider an arbitrary group of homeomorphisms G of a

metric space X. Let N(X, G) be the set of points in X where the family of maps

G fail to be equicontinuous. The set Aí(X, G) is an object of study in this paper.

If we provide G with a suitable topology, then G becomes a topological group T

and the group of mappings G induces, in a canonical way, a transformation group

(X, T). The set NiX, G) is now renamed MX, T). It has been generally known

in literature that the set NÍX, T) possesses certain interesting topological properties and

it plays a role in determining isomorphic classes of actions of T on X. A more well-

known result is that of Homma-Kinoshita [ll], which shows that if X is locally compact,

if T is the additive group of integers and if the set NiX, T) is finite and does

not disconnect X, then NiX, T) has at most two points and the points are fixed

points of T. The same conclusion is obtained by Kaul Ll5l and Gray-Roberson

[9], which allow the finite set NiX, T) to be a compact zero-dimensional set at

the cost that X is restricted to be locally connected. The theorems of Kaul [15]

and Gray-Roberson [9] are consequences of Theorem 1.7 of this paper. See the

proof of (1.17). Theorem 1.7, however, does not require that X be locally con-

nected. Gray-Roberson 19] also gives results for general acting groups T. Under

the above hypothesis it is shown in [9] that there are at most two minimal sets

in NiX, T) and if T is either connected or abelian, then N(X, T) consists of one

or two fixed points.  Parting from this direction there are results on the topological

conjugacy problem in terms of the set MX, T) (see Husch Ll3l and its references).

For other recent developments see remarks at the end of the paper.

We consider the following two classes of transformation groups. Class I,
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NiX, T) =0. Class II, 04 NiX, T) 4 X and that zV(X, T) is sufficiently small

in X (for example if N(X, T) is a 1-dimensional and X is a 3-dimensional space).

Class I is called equicontinuous transformation groups. Generally speaking,

Class II can be called strictly almost equicontinuous transformation groups in the

large. We will refer to both I and II as almost equicontinuous transformation

groups. In this paper we study Class II. We investigate the set NiX, T) and

some related problems such as to determine manifolds which carry such transfor-

mation groups. When NiX, T) is zero-dimensional, a rigorous definition for

Class II will be given in § 1 (cf. Definition 1.6). The definition is more general

than that given by Gray-Roberson [9]. We mention that Class I and Class II have

opposite dynamical properties in many respects. For the analysis of such dy-

namical properties, we refer the interested readers to a forthcoming paper by us on

dynamical properties of almost equicontinuity.

One of the main results that we obtain is Theorem 1.7, which roughly asserts

that when the set NÍX, T) is zero-dimensional it must belong to one of five

special types given in the theorem. No assumption of local connectedness of X

is needed. The theorems of §1 extend the main results of   [ll], [9] and [151. An

attempt is made in §2 to pass these results to Class II in general. Only the more

immediate properties which can be inferred from the method are stated in this

paper. For more indirect applications see [14]. In §3 we show that manifolds of

dimension at least 2 which carry zero-dimensional A/(X, T) such that Cl(xT) is

compact for each x e NiX, T) ate necessarily of four standard topological types.

Results on manifolds when N(X, T) is of Class II but not of zero-dimension are

now available in recent literature (cf. for example [5l).

This paper also serves to prove and extend some theorems which we have

announced in [191. They are Theorems 2, 4, 5, 6 and 9 of [19]. Theorem 2 of [19]

is given as Theorems 1.7 and 1.22 here. Theorem 5 of L193 is given in generalized

form as Theorem 1.28. The generalization is that the original hypothesis is re-

placed by a weaker one, which becomes the same as that of Theorem 2 of [19].

Theorem 6 of L 19l has been extended in many respects (cf. remarks at the beginning

of §2). It is proved in Theorem 2.12. Theorem 9 of [19] is proved in Theorem 3.4,

with a correction on statement (IV). Theorem 4 of [19] follows from results of §3.

The paper is written in a series with [20] preceding it and followed by a

forthcoming work by us on dynamical properties of almost equicontinuity. Our

work [20] provides the foundation for a property which we call indivisibility and,

most important of all, obtains sufficient topological conditions for this abstract

notion, which is to be used in definitions here.

Standing hypothesis.  All phase spaces of transformation groups are assumed

to be metric spaces unless otherwise stated. A chosen metric is given to each

such metric space.
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Standing notations:

(1) (X, T): a transformation group with phase space X and acting group T.

The assumption on the space X follows that of standing hypothesis.

(2) F(X) = E(X, T): the set of all equicontinuous points of (X, T) with re-

spect to a prechosen metric of the metric space X. The complement, the set of

all nonequicontinuous points of (X, T), is denoted by NiX) or NiX, T). In

Proposition 1.1 the notations are used more generally for uniform spaces.

(3) X  = X u i°o¡: the one-point compactification of X.

(4) SAE: strictly almost equicontinuous transformation groups (see Defini-

tion 1.6).

1. Strictly almost equicontinuous transformation groups.  The objective of

this section is to give a definition of strictly almost equicontinuous transforma-

tion groups (Definition 1.6), to give a classification theorem for this class

(Theorem 1.7) and to simplify the classification when the phase spaces are non-

compact (Theorem 1.28).

Let X be a uniform and T, space with a prescribed uniformity li and let

(X, T) be a transformation group. We say that a point x£ X is equicontinuous

(with respect to T and li) if for every u £ li there exists v £ tl such that for

yeX

(x, y) £ v    implies that ixt, yt) £ u fot all t£ T.

We say that x is nonequicontinuous otherwise. We let E(X) or E(X, T) denote

the set of all equicontinuous points of X under T. We let NiX) or N(X„ T) de-

note the set of all nonequicontinuous points of X under T.

Let X be a metric space with a prescribed metric d and let (X, T) be a

transformation group. We say that a point x £ X is equicontinuous (with respect

to T and d) if for every e > 0 there exists S > 0 such that for y £ X

dix, y) <8    implies that dixt, yt) <c for all t £ T.

The point x is said to be nonequicontinuous otherwise.

When X is a metric space with a prescribed metric d, the relation of the two

previous definitions of equicontinuity is given as follows. Let iKa*) be the uni-

formity of X generated by the metric d, i.e. uid) has a base which consists of

sets V( = i(x, y) £ X|atx, y) < í I for all í > 0. Then x £ X is equicontinuous with

respect to T and d if and only if it is equicontinuous with respect to T and

Ilia).  These terminologies and properties are all well known.

In order to understand our formulation of the definition of strictly almost

equicontinuous transformation groups, we first make a few preliminary remarks.

The condition of compact orbit closures for nonequicontinuous points.  This

condition is useful only for phase spaces X which are noncompact. It ensures
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that each nonequicontinuous point of the metric is 'essential'   in the sense that

no nonequicontinuous point shall disappear when the prescribed metric of X is

replaced by another metric of X which is compatible with the topology of X.

Let (X, T) be a transformation group, where X is a Tychonoff space. Let

S(X) be the set of all uniformities of X which are compatible with the topology of

X. For a chosen U e S(X) it would be convenient here to denote E(X) by £(X| U)

and N(X) by /V(X|U).

Proposition 1.1 following concerns a few simple but important cases about how

the set E(X| ll) is changed with respect to the change of 11.

1.1. Proposition.  Let (X, T) be a transformation group, where X is

Tychonoff. Let o(X) be the uniformities of X which are compatible with the

topology of X.  The following properties hold.

(1) Let H0 eS(X) be such that

ClipT) is compact for every p ezV(X|ll0);

then E(X|1I) C E(X|ll0) for all ll eS(X).

(2) Let the phase space X be compact, or more generally let every orbit

closure in X be compact.  Then E(X|Uj) = E(X|U2) for all Xlj, U2 e &X).

(3) // X is locally compact and 11   is the induced uniformity on X from the

(unique) uniformity of the one-point compactification X   of X, then E(X\ U) C

E(X|1l*) for all II e S(X).
(4) // X is a locally compact uniform space with a prescribed uniformity ll

aTza" if

ClipT) is compact for every p eN(X\M)

then the sets E(X) aTra" NiX) are unchanged when ll is replaced by the induced

uniformity from the one-point compactification of X.

(5) // X ¿5 a locally compact separable metric space with a prescribed

metric d and if

ClipT) is compact for every p eNiX) with respect to d,

then the sets E(X) and N(X) are unchanged when d is replaced by an induced

metric from the one-point compactification of Xi

Proof. (1) Let p eN(X|Hn). There exist a net \t\ in T, a net \x\ in X and

some u ell0 such that

(a) lim x¿ = p,       (pt., xi.) 4 u for t. e \t.}.

By the compactness of Cl(pT) we may assume the existence of the limit q =

lim .pi. Consider ll eS(X). Choose a symmetric v e ll such that qv   Cqu.  Then
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for i sufficiently large we have (pZ¿, x¿r¿) i v.  For otherwise there exists arbi-

trary large i suchthat pt^qv and then x^£qv . Then (pí¿, x¿r¿) £ t/3 C u lot

such i.   This contradicts (a). Hence N(X|U0) C/V(X| li).   Hence E(X|1J) C EiX[\i^.

The proof of ( 1) is completed.

(2) follows from (1). (3) is given in Proposition 2.11 of Lam L20]. Statements

(4) and (5) are direct consequences of (1) and (3).

The proof of Proposition 1.1 is completed.

As a result of Proposition 1.1(4), (5) we have that if X is locally compact

and if points in NÍX) ate so secured that they have compact orbit closures, then

in analyzing the set NiX) we may always assume that an induced metric or uni-

formity from the one-point compactification is being used. This adaptation will be

useful for passing results from compact phase spaces to noncompact phase spaces

(see (1.28) and (2.17)). As for proving results such as Theorem 1.7 we, however,

find no advantage to select this special metric for X.

We consider a transformation group (X, T).

Zero-dimensionality vis. total disconnectedness for the set NiX). Let X be a

locally compact metric space. The set N(X) is in general not a closed subset of

X. Hence if the set Af(X) is totally disconnected, it is not a priori a zero-dimen-

sional set. In the following we show that these two properties are equivalent.

This equivalence permits us to use the more general hypothesis that ¿V(X) is

totally disconnected in Definition 1.6, in place of the hypothesis that NÍX) is

zero-dimensional. The total disconnectedness hypothesis is preferable for the

technique of §2. The proof of the equivalence is based on the following theorem

of Lam [19].

1.2. Theorem. // X is a metric space, then NiX) is a countable union of

closed invariant sets.

The proof of Theorem 1.2 is given in [20, (1.4)].

1.3. Proposition. Let X be a locally compact metric space.  Then NiX) is

zero-dimensional if and only if it is totally disconnected.

Proof. The necessity is clear. To prove the sufficiency we observe that

every closed subset of X is locally compact and every locally compact totally

disconnected set is zero-dimensional. Hence if N(X) is totally disconnected,

then Theorem 1.2 implies that NiX) is a countable sum of zero-dimensional closed

sets. Such a set is known to be zero-dimensional (cf. Hurewicz-Wallman [12, p. 18]).

The proof of Proposition 1.3 is completed.

The condition that a set is indivisible by T. Condition (c) of Definition 1.6

is a nonstandard property. It requires that the set E(X) be indivisible by T. We

recall this special definition of indivisibility from [19]. Again a transformation

group (X, T) is under consideration.
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1.4. Definition. Suppose that N(X) is zero-dimensional. A subset Y of X

is said to be indivisible by T, if whenever there exist a sequence Jz"  j in T and

a point y 0 e Y such that limn_<O0 y$tn = P e N(X), then the sequences lyf I have

p as a limit point for all y e V.

By considering suitable subsequences we see that Y is indivisible by T it

and only if for every sequence \t  f in T whenever there exists y0 e Y such that

iim„^oo yo'« = Pe N(x)' then iim„-,oo yt„ = ?for every ye y-

Although Definition 1.4 appears to be simple and abstract, it is shown  in

[191, [20] that there exist various topological conditions which give this property,

and many other topological conditions, though very similar to the first set, do not

give this property. The conditions of L20] are summed up in Theorem 4.22 of [20],

when N(X) is zero-dimensional. In the form of metric phase spaces, as so as-

sumed here, we have the following result from [20, Theorem 4.22].

1.5. Theorem. Suppose that X is a locally compact metric space and that

N(X) is zero-dimensional.  A sufficient condition for the set E(X) to be indivis-

ible by T is that there is a dense subset D of E(X) so that one of the following

cases occurs.

(1) D is a semicontinuum.

(2) D is locally compact, connected and invariant (the condition ''invariant"

can be omitted if T is connected.

(3) D is connected and either D or X is locally connected.

(A) D is connected and NiX) is either scattered or locally compact.

(5) D is the union of a family \MA of connected sets, which are totally

ordered by inclusions and which are disjoint from Cl(NiX)).

The sufficient conditions are also sufficient conditions for a condition

called "E(X) is CC-indivisible by T" in [19], which is slightly stronger than

the present one when X is not compact.

In application of Theorem 1.5 the set D is often taken as E(X) itself. There

are, however, applications where it is known only that a dense subset D of E(X)

rather than E(X) itself has one of the five properties of Theorem 1.5 (see for

example [14]). Each of the five properties in (1.5) implies that the set E(X) is

connected. However, an example is given in [20] which shows that there is a

compact connected metric space X, a zero-dimensional NiX, R), where R is the

group of real numbers, a connected set E(X, R), but that E(X, R) is not indivisible

by T. Note that for such counterexamples the set NiX) is not closed, otherwise

E(X) would be locally compact and (2) of (1.5) would be satisfied with D = E(X).

Also for such counterexamples the space X should not be locally connected

according to (3) of (1.5). For general cases we do not have a single topological
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condition which is a suitable replacement for our indivisible condition of Defini-

tion 1.6.

In [20] we define indivisibility in great generality which contains the present

definition as a very special case. To be self-contained we will avoid using

general theorems of [20] as much as possible. The essential use of [20] is the

support of the property of indivisibility in Theorems 1.7, 2.12, 2.16 and 2.17 by

topological sufficient conditions and for proofs of (1.27),  (2.11), (2.17).

We are now in position to define our definition of Class II transformation

groups (cf. Introduction) for the case that NiX) is zero-dimensional.

1.6. Definition. A transformation group (X, T) is said to be strictly almost

equicontinuous (SAE) if X is a locally compact connected metric space and the

following conditions are satisfied:

(a) Ai(X) is nonempty and totally disconnected.

(b) For each p £N(X) the set ClipT) is compact.

(c) The set E(X) is indivisible by T.

Note that condition (b) is automatically satisfied if X is compact.

The most important theorem of this section is the following one.

1.7. Theorem. // (X, T) is strictly almost equicontinuous, then the set

NiX) is necessarily compact and zero-dimensional. Explicitly the set NÍX)

must be of one of the following five kinds:

(i) a union of two fixed points ((X, T) is called type 2 for this case),

(ii) a fixed point itype la),

(iii) a minimal set which is homeomorphic to the Cantor set itype lb),

(iv) a topological Cantor set which has a fixed point and all other orbits

are dense in NiX) (type lc),

(v) an orbit of two elements (type Id).

Any  one of the last four types in (1.7) is called type 1. Our types are

named as those of Kinoshita (cf. references in [17]), in which he considered only

discrete flows, hence only type 2 and type la can occur (cf. (1.17)).

Theorem 1.7 is intended as an extension of part of the following classical

theorem of Kerékjártó.

1.8. Theorem (Kerékjártó Ll6]). Let f be an orientation preserving self-

homeomorphism of the 2-sph?re S    whose powers (both positive and negative)

are equicontinuous except for a finite number of points.  Then

(A) The number of exceptional points is at most 2.

(B) For the nonexceptional point case f is topologically conjugated to a

rotation about a diameter; for the one exceptional point case f is topologically

conjugated to the homeomorphism obtained from extending the translation on the
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plane by adding the fixed point ¡oo|; ¡or the two exceptional points case f is

topologically conjugated to the homeomorphism obtained from extending the dila-

tion ifix) = x/2) 0T2 the plane by adding the fixed point {oo¡ (the proof of

Kerékjártó has an error ¡or the case when f is periodic, cf. Eilenberg [6]).

Works related to (A) of Theorem 1.8 are [ll], [9], [l5] (cf. Introduction).

As for (B) of Theorem 1.8 it is also shown in [ll] that if X is compact and

if zV(X) is a union of two fixed points p and a, then

lim /"(*) = p    for all x 4 a,       lira   f"(x) = q    fot all x 4 p.
n-»oo n-»-oo

If X is compact and N(X) is a fixed point z, then

lim    fn(x) = z    fotallxeX.
M-.00

We also have a general result in this respect (cf. Theorem 1.22). This generaliza-

tion is useful for applications in §§2, 3. For a strong generalization of (B) of

(1.8) see [13] and its references. A discussion for the difficult case when N(X) =0

can be found in Montgomery-Zippin [21].

We begin to prepare some lemmas for the proof of Theorem 1.7. The first

thing to do is to convert the equicontinuity property of T to the equicontinuity

property of sequences in T. By abuse of language we say that a sequence [t I

in T is equicontinuous at x e X it the range of the sequence is equicontinuous

at x.

In the following we assume that a transformation group (X, T) is given. Let

d be the metric of X.

Let \t ! be a sequence in T and x e X.  Then ii } fails to be equicontinuous

at x if and only if there exists a subsequence [t„ ] of {/ }, corresponding sequences

[a    j and \b    ! in X and a number r> 0 such that
"k "k

(a\ lim  a     =x = lim b    ,      d(a    t    ,b    t    ) > r.
W A-.«    "A jt_oo    "k nk nk'    nk nk

As we shall see it is often convenient to replace a given sequence {/ I by its

subsequence which satisfies (a). Such a subsequence is characterized as follows.

1.9. Remark. Let \t 1 be a sequence in T and peX.  The following state-

ments are equivalent:

(1) Every subsequence of Un\ fails to be equicontinuous at p.

(2) There exist two sequences \an\, \b \ in X anda number r> 0 such that

lim  a   = p = lim  b  ;      dia t  ,bt)>r.
_.„    n     r      _„    n' n n     n n
n—►OO T2~*°°

It follows that if a sequence {*nl in T fails to be equicontinuous at p 6 X,
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then there exists a subsequence 1« I of \tA so that every subsequence of Í/ j

fails to be equicontinuous at p. These properties for sequences of maps are well

known.

1.10. Remark.  Let x £ X.   Then the following statements are equivalent:

(1) xeN(X).

(2) Some sequence in T fails to be equicontinuous at x.

(3) faix) ¡/ 0 for some sequence a = \t \°°_y in T-

The function fa oí Remark 1.10(3) is an upper semicontinuous function fa:

X —» [0, oo] defined by

faix) = inf {supfdia(Sf(x)rn)|n > l!|e > 0j      (dia ■ diameter),

where 5f(x) is the «-open ball of x.  The function has the property that /a(x) = 0

if and only if a is equicontinuous at x.  The function /   shows the analytic

nature of the nonequicontinuous points of the sequence a = {/ !. We will, how-

ever, give no further details of this function, other than remarking that some of

the following lemmas can be phrased in terms of these functions. A crucial lemma

follows.

1.11. Lemma.   Let X be locally compact and connected and let NÍX) be zero-

dimensional. If a sequence \t \ in T fails to be equicontinuous at p £ X, which

bas a compact orbit closure, then for some a £ EiX) and for some subsequence

^«. I °f È'J we have lim,   „„ at~} = p.
71£ ' 71 A—»CO 7!£ r

Proof.  Clearly p £ NÍX). We first replace !rnl by a subsequence so that every

subsequence of the subsequence is nonequicontinuous at p.  The sequence li j

is then characterized by Remark 1.9(2).  By the compactness hypothesis of ClipT)

we may further assume the existence of a = lim        pt .  By Theorem 1.2 we have

that if xe N(X), then Cl(xT) C NiX). Hence ClipT) C NiX) and so q£ NiX).

Now by the hypothesis that A?(X) is zero-dimensional at p, p has arbitrarily

small relatively open and closed neighborhoods W in NÍX). Applying the hereditary

normal property of the metric space X to the sets W and NÍX) - W, both relatively

closed in N(X), we obtain arbitrarily small open neighborhoods V of p such that

¿V n MX) = 0. Since X is locally compact, we may assume that Cl(v) is com-

pact. Since X is connected we may further assume that 0 4 d"V O E(X) = dV. We

can then choose a sequence Í V i of open neighborhoods of p which has the fol-

lowing properties:

Cl(Vn) is compact, 0^ dV n C E(x) for all n,
(a)

V. DV,D..., lim  dia(V ) = 0, V. ¿ X.
12 71-.00 » >

Since we have assumed that every subsequence of Un\ is nonequicontinuous at p,
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by Remark 1.9 there exists some e > 0 such that

(b) dia (Vntn) > í    for all n = 1, 2,-

For the same reason that neighborhood V of p can be obtained by hypothesis we

can choose open neighborhoods U and (J,  of a which have the following properties:

, v CliU) is compact, dia((/) < f/2, CKl/j) C U,

04dUCEiX),04dUlCEiX).

The lemma will be proved by contradiction. We will first establish two asser-

tions which are based on the assumption that the lemma is false. The contradic-

tion and the proof of Lemma 1.11 are immediate consequences of these assertions.

We denote the component of Vn which contains p by An. Then Aj D A2 D

A3D,

Assertion A. If Lemma 1.11 is false, then there exists an integer r such that

A t   C U,  tot all n > r.
r n 1

Proof of Assertion A. Assume that there exists no integer r such that

At   C Vj for all n>r. Then for any positive integer i there are integers T72i, n-

such that ¿ < 772. < tz. and A    t   </. U,. Note that the sets A    /     are connected.
—       2  —     2 m j  nj 1 772 ¿  22 j

Since pe Am. for all i and ptn. 6 t/j for sufficiently large ¿, we can use (c) to

conclude that for all sufficiently large i there exists y.e A      with y-t    e dU,.
*        o * i        m j Ji n¿ 1

By the compactness of dU^ we may assume the existence of the limit

lim.  „vi    =aedU,. Since ae EÍX), we have
I—»OO  'l   Bj' 1 '

lim a«-1= lim (y t    )t~1= lim y . = p.
f_00 "2 ¿.„x,    '«   "2      »2 ¿^00      '

In this case Lemma 1.11 is true. Hence Assertion A is valid.

Now by applying (a), (b) and (c) above we can obtain a sequence \xn\n =

1, 2, • • •} with x  e V    and x t   4 U. For integers k, n such that 1 < k < n we
' n        n n n o • —

let C,      be the component of x    in Cl(Vj,). From a result of K. Menger [18,

vol. 2, p. 172] we have that C,     O dV k 4 0. Here the property V l4 X in (a)

is used.

Assertion B. If Lemma 1.11 is false and if r is an integer given by Asser-

tion A, there exists an integer s > r such that C     t   C\ U = 0 for all n> s.
' o — s,n n —

The proof of Assertion B is similar to that of Assertion A, and we omit it.

The relation between U and U1 in (c) is used in the proof.

We now assume that Lemma 1.11 is false. Let s be an integer of Assertion B.

The set lim inf \Cs n\n = s, *+l, •••] contains at least one point, namely p.

Hence C = lim sup{Cs n\n = s, s + 1, • • •! is a connected set (cf. [18, vol. 2,

p. 171]). Then CCA .We choose zn e C      n dV   and let z be a limit point of

the sequence \z \n = s, s +!,•••}. Then z £ dV   O A  . In particular z£E(X).
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By Assertion A we have zt  £ Uy for all n > r. Hence for zn sufficiently near z

we have z t  £ (/,. This would contradict Assertion B.
77   71 1

The proof of Lemma 1.11 is completed.

1.12. Lemma.  Let (X, T) be SAE isee Definition 1.6). If a sequence \t\

in T is such that for a point p, e X, every subsequence is nonequicontinuous at

py, then \t  \ is equicontinuous at all points of X other than p y.

Proof.  Let p be an arbitrary point in X at which jt^j is nonequicontinuous.

We show p = py. By Proposition 1.3 the hypothesis of Lemma 1.11 holds. By

(1.11) there exists à subsequence ¡r   ! of \t\ and some a e E(X) such that

lim,   oo at~   = P' ^v hypothesis the sequence tí    I is nonequicontinuous at py.

If we apply (1.11) with p replaced by p, and with UJ replaced by ir   } we find a sub-

sequence fs¿! of Un I and some b£ EÍX) suchthat limi_<¡0 bsj1 =p y. By the hypothesis

that E(X) is indivisible by T (cf. Definition 1.4), applied on the sequence \sT  I,

we must also have that lim.^^ as~   mp,. This together with lira.   ^ at~   = p

above imply that p. = p.

The proof of Lemma 1.12 is completed.

1.13. Theorem.  Let (X, T) be strictly almost equicontinuous.  The only

possible relatively closed invariant subsets of NiX) are the set NÍX) itself, the

empty set or a fixed point.

Proof.  Let M be relatively closed and invariant in NiX) and suppose that

M 4 NiX) and M ¿ 0. Let p e NiX) - M. There exists a sequence UJ in T which

fails to be equicontinuous at p. According to Lemma 1.11 there exist some

a£EÍX) anda subsequence Is, i of \t \ suchthat lim, ^^ as7   = p.  Since E(X)

is assumed to be indivisible by T, we have that lim^^ xs^ * = p for all x £ E(X).

Now let z be an arbitrary point in M.  Since M is relatively closed in NÍX), we

have some e > 0 such that S£ip) n Cl(M) = 0, where sAp) is the f-open ball of p.

Since X is connected and NiX) is zero-dimensional, there exist points in E(X)

which are arbitrarily near z.  Since M is invariant, all cluster points of the se-

quence \zs,\ ate in Cl(M). It follows that every subsequence of fs^} is nonequi-

continuous at z.  According to Lemma 1.12 the set M must be a single point.

Since M is invariant, the point is a fixed point.

The proof of Theorem 1.13 is completed.

1.14. Lemma. Let ÍX, T) be SAE. If a sequence UJ in T is nonequicon-

tinuous at p£ X, there exists a subsequence a = \sk\ of \t ] such that

limfc-.oo xsk 1 = P f°r al1 x e X> except possibly for a set Na_,.   The set N _i

has at most one element and can be characterized as the set of points where
•l)
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Proof. According to Lemma 1.11 there exist a subsequence \t    \ of It \ and

some a e E(X) such that lim.       at~   = p.  Since the set E(X) is assumed to be
72—»OO ttR '

indivisible by T, we have lim,   _ xC1 = p for all xe E(X). Note that the set
. fe—>oo      n¡¿       *■

EiX) is dense in X. Suppose that the sequence {t~   I is equicontinuous at every

point of X; then we may let Is, ! be \t~   I and then Lemma 1.14 holds. In this
_ i "k

case zV _ i = 0 and lim,   „ xs,     = p tot all x € X.  Assume now that there is a
a «—»oo      k.        c

point qe X at which \t~ \ is nonequicontinuous. We let \s7 \ be a subsequence of

U~ ! so that every subsequence of \s7 ! is nonequicontinuous at q. According to Lemma

1.12 the sequence [sT.  ! is then equicontinuous everywhere except at the point q. Since

lim,   ^ xs7   = p tot xe E(X) and E(X) is dense in X - \q\,  we have

lim,   ^ xs7   = p for x e X - \q\.

The proof of Lemma 1.14 is completed.

We state a weak form of Lemma 1.14 for the convenience of application in

the sequel.

1.15. Lemma.  Let ÍX, T) be SAE.  If p e NÍX), then there exists a sequence

ia:î z« T such that lim^^, xu. = p for all xe X, except possibly for a point of

NiX).

1.16. Proof of Theorem 1.7.  As a result of Theorem 1.2 we have that

ClipT) C NiX) tot all p e NiX). We choose an arbitrary p e zV(X) and let M =

Cl ipT).  If M = NiX), then clearly zV(X) is compact and zero-dimensional. If

M 4 NiX), then M is a fixed point p according to Theorem 1.13. For the latter

case we take an arbitrary q e NÍX), q 4 p, if any such point exists. Again if

CliqT) 4 NiX), then q is a fixed point; hence NiX) = ¡pi u \q\ by (1.13). We

have thus shown that zV(X) is compact and zero-dimensional. In addition we have

shown that if N(X) has a fixed point p then the set A = NiX) - \p\ is either

empty, a fixed point or that it consists of points each of whose orbits is dense

in NiX). It NiX) has no fixed points, then every orbit in NÍX) is dense in NÍX).

We now claim that if the space NiX) has an isolated point, then the number

of points in Af(X) is at most 2. Let p be an isolated point in the topological

space NÍX). By Lemma 1.15 there exists a sequence \u\ in T such that

lim xu. = p = lim yu.    for x, y e X - \q\,
i—,oo i—,00

where q is an exceptional point. Since p is isolated in NiX), we must have that

xu. = yu . = p, whenever x, y e MX) - \q\ and for i sufficiently large. It follows

that x = y, whenever x, ye NÍX) - \q\. The set MX) accordingly consists of

one or two points.

If now NiX) has an isolated point, then according to the previous analysis

the set N(X) must be either a fixed point (type la), a union of two fixed points
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(type 2) or an orbit of two elements itype Id).

If NÍX) has no isolated points, then it is a self-dense compact zero-

dimensional metrizable set and such a set is well known to be a topological

Cantor set. The transformation group (X, T) is then of type lc if N(X) has a

fixed point, and is of type lb if NiX) has no fixed points.

The proof of Theorem 1.7 is completed.

1.17. Theorem.  // (X, T) is SAE and if the group T is either connected or

abelian, then NÍX) is the union of one or two fixed points.

Proof. The theorem is obtained by Gray-Roberson [9] in terms of their

stronger hypothesis. The technique of the proof of (1.17) is, however, the same

as that of [9]. If T is connected, then each point of the totally disconnected in-

variant set N(X) must be a fixed point and therefore only type la and type 2 can

occur. If T is abelian, we take a point p £ NiX) and apply Lemma 1.15. Let {«.1

be the sequence given in (1.15). Take a point x£ E(X) and an abritrary t£ T;

then xt £ E(X) and by Lemma 1.15 we have

p =  lim ixt)u . = lim ixu.)/ =[ lim xu\t = pt.
i —»oo l       {-.no \ i—»oo       y

Hence NiX) also consists of fixed points for this case and the previous argument

applies.

The proof of Theorem 1.17 is completed.

1.18. Remark. // (X, T) is SAE, then the phase space X is necessarily

separable.

Proof. The property (1.18) is a special case of the following theorem of

P. Alexandroff: A connected, locally compact metric space is separable (cf.

Pfluger [23, pp. 22—23]). We give a separate proof for our case.

Let p £ N(X) and V be a compact neighborhood of p.  Let the sequence [uj

be given as in Lemma 1.15; then by (1.15)

*-(U Va-Mulal

where a is the possible exceptional point. Hence X is a locally compact and

a-compact metric space, which is therefore separable.

The next property states that SAE are relatively simple if measured by the

spread function. In [19] we define the spread function fT: X —» [0, oo] by

fT(x) = inf ísupídia (Sf(x)f)|/e T\\e > 0\,

where S(ix) is the f-open ball around x (compare Remark 1.10). The function fT

has the properties that it is upper semicontinuous, fTix) == fTixt) tot all x £ X
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and i e T and that x £ NiX) if and only if /T(x) /= 0 (see [20]). In [20, Remark

1.6(3)] we show that if X is a minimal set, then fT is a constant function. For

SAE we have one more value for fT.

1.19. Remark. // (X, T) is SAE, then fT assumes exactly two values.

Proof. By applying Lemma 1.15 to points in MX) we see that fT(x) = dia(X)

for all x £ NiX). Since fTix) = 0 if x e E(X), the proof is completed.

It should be interesting to give further analysis of the set N(X) of Class II

transformation groups of the Introduction by regarding NiX) as a new phase space.

We give a simple result of this kind here.

1.20. Remark.  // (X, T) is SAE, then the following properties hold:

(1) NOV(X), T) = 0 if (X, T) is of types la, 2 and Id.

(2) NiNiX), T) = MX) if iX, T) is of types lb and lc.

Proof. The proof of (1) is obvious. For the proof of (2) we note that Ai(X) is

infinite for those cases. Let p e NiX). By (1.15) there exist a, b £ NÍX), a 4 b,

and a sequence |«¿i in T such that lim,-.,«, ait¿ = p = lim^^ bu^ It follows that

p £ NiNiX)).
We have seen that the property of Lemma 1.15, when properly interpreted,

gave some interesting dynamical properties. For some other applications we need

to know the limits lim.      xuT    for x£ X, directed by the inverse sequence

\uT  ! in T. In this case it would be convenient to limit ourselves to compact

phase spaces. If X is not compact, we extend the transformation group to X ,

the one-point compactification of X.

1.21. Lemma.  Let iX, T) be a transformation group, where X is compact and

let \t \ be a sequence in T.  Then \t ! has a nonequicontinuous point in X if

and only if \t~   \ has a nonequicontinuous point in X.

Proof.  The proof follows directly from some known properties of function

spaces (see [8, Chapter 11] and its references). Let C be the set of all contin-

uous maps from X to X.  If C is given the sup-norm metric, then the function

space is complete and its topology coincides with the compact-open topology.

Consider the subset G = |;r'| t£ T\, the transition group of T. Lemma 1.21 follows

essentially from the fact that the inverse operation on G is uniformly continuous

[8, Theorem 11.18]. Let A = W\t£\t }}. li A is equicontinuous at every point

in X, the Ascoli theorem shows that Cl(A), the closure of A in C, is compact.

Since then the set Cl(A) is totally bounded, so must be the set Cl(A     ), by the

uniform continuity of the inverse of G.   The set Cl (A ~ ) is now totally bounded

and complete and is therefore compact. The Ascoli theorem then gives that A

is equicontinuous at every point of X.  Hence li  j is equicontinuous everywhere

if and only if \t~ ! is equicontinuous everywhere.
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1.22. Theorem.  Let (X, T) be SAE and X be compact.  The following prop-

erties hold:

(1) For every a £ NiX) there exist some sequence \s.} in T and some

b e NiX) such that

lim xs7   = a for all x 4b,       lim xs. = b for all x 4 a.
i—»oo        ' i—»oo        f

(2) The sequence \s.\ in (l)caz2 be chosen so that the sequence \s.\ \the

sequence \s7  \\ is nonequicontinuous at a \at b\ and equicontinuous elsewhere.

(3) The sequence \s \ in (1) and (2) can be chosen as a suitable subsequence

of any sequence which is nonequicontinuous at a.

Proof.  We begin with a sequence \s\ which is nonequicontinuous at a and

modify it successively by subsequences. Step I. Replace is.j by a subsequence

so that every subsequence of this subsequence is nonequicontinuous at a.  Step II.

According to Lemma 1.14 we may replace \s.] by a subsequence again so that

lim.      xs7   = a for all x e X - A, where the set A has at most one element and
2-»0O 2 '

can be characterized as the set of points where \s7  \ is nonequicontinuous.

Since ís¿} has a nonequicontinuous point, namely a, by Lemma 1.21 the sequence

\s7 } must also have at least one nonequicontinuous point. Hence the set A is

a singleton and we denote it as  b.  Step III. Finally we let the sequence \tn\ in

Lemma 1.14 be is-  ! and let p be b. If we modify \s7  j by a subsequence

which satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 1.14, the final sequence Is.) and \s7  \

have the properties (1), (2) and (3) of Theorem 1.22. The sequence Is.! obtained

at the end of Step III is nonequicontinuous at a due to the requirement in Step I;

the sequence is nonequicontinuous at a only, due to Lemma 1.12. The sequence

Is.    Î obtained at the end of Step III is nonequicontinuous exactly at b due to

Lemma 1.21, which is applied by taking |ifl! to be the sequence |s¿! at the end

of Step HI.

The proof of Theorem 1.22 is completed.

We remark that if (X, T) is SAE of type lb, lc, Id or 2, then X is necessarily

compact (cf. Theorem 1. 28) and so Theorem 1.22 applies. If (X, T) is of the re-

maining type la and X is not compact, then the property (1) of Theorem 1.22 in

general fails (for example take the dilation fix) = x/2 of the plane and consider

the discrete flow generated by the homeomorphism).

Let (X, T) be SAE and suppose that X is noncompact. We will obtain

special properties of zV(X) by taking the one-point compactification X*= X U |»}

of X and by extending the transformation group of X*. First we need the follow-

ing basic property.
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1.23. Proposition.  Let (X, T) be a transformation group where X is a locally

compact T2 uniform space; then ÍX, T) can be extended (uniquely) to a trans-

formation group (X , T).

A straightforward verification gives the proof of Proposition 1.23. Note that

it is necessary that *>¡* = o* fot all teT.

If (X, T) is SAE, then by Theorem 1.7 the set NiX) is compact and by

Remark 1.18 the space X is separable. According to our earlier remark, Propo-

sition 1.1 (5), we have that the set E(X) is unchanged if the original metric of X

is replaced by one which is induced from X  = X U |oo|. Hence we have either

NiX*) = NiX) or that zV(X*) = zV(X) U I«}. For either case it is clear that NiX*)

is zero-dimensional. It is interesting to see that this property holds in more

general form. The property given in Remark 1.24 should be important for studying

transformation groups of Definition 1.6 with either condition (b) or both conditions

(b) and (c) violated.

1.24. Remark. Let (X, T) be a transformation group, where X is a locally com-

pact separable metric space,  if zV(X) is zero-dimensional, then zV(X ) is zero-

dimensional.  Here an induced metric from X   is used on X.

Proof. By Proposition 1.1(3) we have zV(X*) C zV(x)u l~}. Now a zero-

dimensional space remains zero-dimensional after adding a point (cf. Hurewicz-

Wallman [12, p. 19]).

1.25. Lemma. // (X, T) ¿s SAE and if X is noncompact, then oo e NiX ).

Proof. Choose p e zV(X).  By Lemma 1.15 there exists a sequence la.} in T

such that lim.^^ xu. «■ p for all x e X except possibly one point. In particular

points x arbitrarily near the point »eX   have this property. On the other hand

we have oo/ = oo for all teT. Hence oo e zV(X ).

Now if (X, T) is SAE, then X   is a compact connected metric space and

NiX*) is compact and zero-dimensional and E(X*) = E(X). It appears that we have

already shown that (X , T) is SAE. This is not quite the case. The condition

that the set E(X) is indivisible by T in (X, T) (Definition 1.6(c)) is not exactly

the same as the set E(X) is indivisible by T in (X , T). According to Definition

1.4, applied to the present case, the set E(X) is indivisible by T in (X , T) if

and only if E(X) is indivisible by T in (X, T) and in addition the following

property holds:

Property (a).  Whenever there exist a sequence Un\ in T and a point yQe

EiX) such that lim    _ ynf   = «>, then lini    ^ y/„ = °° for all y e E(X).
n—»oo o o n n—»oo '  n ' *

The Property (a) together with the property that E(X) is indivisible by T in

(X, T) has been called that E(X) is CC-indivisible by T in (X', T) [19].

We need a result of [20].
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1.26. Lemma.  Let (X, T) be a transformation group, where X is locally com-

pact.  If xQ £ EiX) and \tn\ is a sequence in T such that lim     M xQtn = p £ N(X),

then there exists a neighborhood U of xQ such that if y £ U then the limit points

of the sequence \ytn\ are all in NiX).

Proof.  The lemma is an immediate consequence of Corollary 3.4 in [20],

where more generally locally compact T, uniform spaces are considered. The

corollary states that the limit points of lyi„i are actually in F (X), a closed and

invariant subset of NÍX).

1.27. Theorem.   // (X, T) is SAE, then (X*, T) is SAE, provided X is non-

compact.

Proof.  From the discussion Lemma 1.26, it suffices to prove Property (a).

We prove the property by contradiction. Thus assume that there exist a sequence

{/  j in T and points y0, y, £ E(X) such that lim ^^ yQi   = oo and oo is not a

limit point of the sequence iy.i  |. By replacing ii I with a subsequence we may

assume the existence of z = lim    „ y ,t , z £ X.
«-»oo ■'In

We first claim that the sequence \t ! has a nonequicontinuous point in X.

Thus let A = ix€ X|lim ^^ xt   = oo}. If ii ! is everywhere equicontinuous at X,

then the set A is relatively closed in X. Now if xQ £ A then x   d NiX), for

otherwise the orbit closure of x. is in X and we would not have  lim     „ xnt   = oo.
0 77—»OO       U   71

By applying Lemma 1.26 to the transformation group (X , T), we find a neighbor-

hood  U of x0 such that for each y £ U the limit points of the sequence iyißi are

all in Ai(X ). Since N(X) is compact by Theorem 1.7 and since xne E(X), we

may assume that the limit points of iyi ! are in a neighborhood of oo disjoint from

NiX). It follows that lim    „y/   = oo for all y £ U.  Hence the set A is also open
77—»oo J  n J *

in X. Since the space X is connected, we have either A = X or A = 0. However

A 4 0 by our hypothesis in the proof and A /= X,  since X contains the compact

invariant nonempty set NiX). We then have a contradiction. Hence we may assume

that the sequence ii ! has a nonequicontinuous point in X.

Let p £ NiX) be a nonequicontinuous point of ii }. It follows from Lemma 1.14

that there exists a subsequence \s,\ of ii I such that lim,   ^ xsT   = p for all

x £ E(X). Let z £ X be the point introduced at the beginning of the proof, i.e.

z = lim        y ji . If z £ EiX), then since lim._Kx} y,s, = z, we have lim¿_K)o zsf^   = yy.

Then y y= p and we have a contradiction, since y y £ E(X) and p £ NiX). On the

other hand if z £ NiX), then from the hypothesis of (X, T) that E(X) is indivis-

ible by T in (X, T), we have that lim ^^ ytn = z for all y£ EiX). This, how-

ever, is impossible, since lim ^^ yQi    = oo and y0 £ EiX). We then have a con-

tradiction for the case that ii  ! has a nonequicontinuous point in X.
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The proof of Theorem 1.27 is completed. Note that the proof can be

shortened in case E(X) is known to be connected.

As a consequence of Theorem 1.27, we have the following important property

for almost equicontinuous transformation groups.

1.28. Theorem. // (X, T) is SAE (Definition 1.6) and if X is not compact,

then N(X) is a fixed point.

Proof. It follows from Theorem 1.27 that (X , T) is SAE. By Lemma 1.25

we have NÍX*) = NÍX) u |oo¡. By applying Theorem 1.13 on (X , T) we see that

zV(X) is a fixed point.

1.29. Corollary. Let (X, T) be SAE such that zV(X) is a union of two fixed

points p and q.   Then there exists a sequence \s.\ in T such that

lim xs~   = p   for all x 4 q,       lim xs, = q    for all x 4 p.
2-.00 » ¿_,00 *

Proof.  By Theorem 1.28 the space X is compact. In Theorem 1.22 we have

such a sequence Is.} for two points a, be NiX), which are not necessarily dis-

tinct. The fact that p and q ate fixed points gives that they are distinct and

la, b\= [p, ai.

1.30. Example.  (1) The discrete flows generated by homeomorphisms which

are the usual linear fractional transformations on the 2-sphere give examples of

type 2 and type la of Theorem 1.7 (see Kerékjártó [16] and Theorem 1.8). The

examples can easily be extended to higher dimensional spheres and to continuous

flows.

(2) Let T be the discrete free group of two generators s and t acting on the

2-sphere X, where t acts as the extension of the dilation of the plane to the

sphere by adding the fixed point !«>} and s is the reflection with respect to the

equator. It is readily verified that (X, T) is of type Id. Here /V(X) is the union

of the north pole and the south pole of the 2-sphere, and oo= north pole.

(3) We have no examples for types lb and lc. However, it seems that con-

struction similar to (2) may yield such examples.^)

We remark that in the study of (X, T) of Definition 1.6 and related classes

of transformation groups the condition that X is connected can sometimes be

omitted. For example if T is connected, then each component of X is invariant

and the investigation may be reduced to the components of X.

(1) Such examples have recently been found. They will appear in a forthcoming paper.
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2. The set N(X), arbitrary dimension.   In §1 we have seen a relatively com-

plete analysis of transformation groups whose set of nonequicontinuous points

NiX) is zero-dimensional. In particular, it is shown in Theorem 1.7 that for a

large class of such transformation groups the set M X) is of special topological nature. Pre-

sumably this phenomenon holds without the assumption that N(X) is of zero-

dimension. As a beginning step we will apply results of §1 to more general cases

by making quotient structures. We will make decomposition X^ of X so that the

acting group T permutes members of X,,, and that X^, endowed with the usual

quotient topology, becomes metrizable and the canonically induced quotient

transformation group (X^, T) is SAE (strictly almost equicontinuous).  In this way

we obtain results on the set of components of the set N(X), or more generally, of

an arbitrary invariant subset S which contains N(X).

The main result which we obtain in this section is Theorem 6 of [19] which

is here generalized in several ways. The compactness hypothesis of the set

N(X) in [19] is replaced by the more general property that NÍX) is semiclosed in

the sense of Whyburn [25]. The set N(X) is further replaced by an arbitrary semi-

closed invariant subset which contains it. The various topological hypotheses in

Theorem 6 of [19] are replaced by a single condition of indivisibility in Theorem

2.12. An analogue theorem of [19, Theorem 6] for noncompact phase spaces is

obtained, which shows that in this case MX) is a continuum (cf. Theorem 2.17).

Now associated with the decomposition X,,, of X there is a canonical pro-

jection n: X —» X,,. (onto). This projection is a transformation group homomor-

phism, i.e., ir is continuous and nixt) = Wx))i for all x £ X, t £ T.  In general

the image of an equicontinuous point of x £ X under ir is not necessarily an equi-

continuous point of X^. However, it is true for a useful case as given in the

following remark. For more discussion of effects of homomorphisms on equicon-

tinuous points see our forthcoming work on dynamical properties of almost equi-

continuity.

2.1. Proposition.  Let (X., T) be transformation groups, where X. are metric

spaces with fixed metrics  ii = 1, 2). Let f be a homomorphism of (Xj, T) owio

(X2, T) and xQ £ EiXy). If f is uniformly continuous and there exists a base

\B \n = 1, 2, •••! of neighborhoods at xQ such that fiB ) are neighborhoods of

fix0) for each « = 1,2,.... Then fixQ) £ E(X2).

Proof.  Let e >0 be given. By the uniform continuity of / there exists

8 y > 0 such that x, y £ X, and dyix, y) < «5, imply that a"2(/(x), fiy)) < t, where

di are the metrics on X¿ (/' = 1, 2). By the fact that xQ £ EiX) we have a S2 > 0

such that y e Xj and dyix0, y) < 82 imply that dyixQt, yt) < 8y for all t£T.

Choose B to be one of the iß  } such that dyixQ, b) < 82 for all b £ B.  By
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hypothesis /(B) is a neighborhood of /(xQ). There exists a z5, > 0 such that the

Sj-open ball of /(x0) is in /(B). Now if a e X2 and a"2(a, /(x0)) < <5j then we

claim d2iut, f(x^i) < e fot all teT.  It would follow from the claim that /(xn) e E(X2).

To see the claim we let  be B   be such that  Ab) « a.   Then   dAxQ, b)

< 82:  hence  dAxQt, bi) < <5,   for all te T.   Hence for all / e T we have

d2ifix0t), fibt)) < c.     Since /(xn/) « fix0)t, fibt) = fib)t = ut, we have

d2(ut, f<x0)t) < e tot all / e T.

The proof of Proposition 2.1 is completed.

A similar proof shows that Proposition 2.1 holds for uniform T2 phase spaces

Xj and X2.

Note that it is a corollary of the uniform space version of Proposition 2.1

that if (X, T) is a transformation group, with X a locally compact T2 uniform

space and if we take the one-point compactification transformation group (X , T)

then E(X) C EÍX ). This is because the inclusion map ¿: X —► X   is uniformly con-

tinuous. This result was proved directly in [20]. The result was given as Proposi-

tion 1.13(3) in [20].

In defining the class of transformation groups SAE of §1 (Definition 1.6) we

require that the set E(X) be indivisible by T.  Similarly in studying an arbitrary

NiX), not necessarily zero-dimensional, or an invariant set S which contains

NiX) it requires a suitable condition of indivisibility on the set EÍX) = X - N(X),

or, respectively, on the set X - S. Such a general setting of indivisibility is pro-

vided in [20]. The following is a special indivisibility which we will need.

2.2. Definition.  Let (X, T) be a transformation group and  V C X.  The set

Y is said to be indivisible by T if for every sequence 1/  } in T whenever there

exists some yQe Y such that the sequence ly02*ni has a limit point in a component

K of N(X), then for every y e Y the sequence \ytn\ has a limit point in K.

Definition 2.2 extends Definition 1.4, where N(X) is required to be zero-

dimensional. Definition 1.4 is supported by topological sufficient conditions

given in Theorem 1.5. Likewise the present definition is supported by the follow-

ing two theorems.

2.3. Theorem.  Suppose that (X, T) is a transformation group, X is a locally

compact metric space and that the metric on X is complete. A sufficient condi-

tion for a connected subset Y of E(X) to be indivisible by T is that one of the

following cases occurs.

il) Y n CliNiX)) = 0.

(2) Y is locally compact and invariant

(3) N(X) is scattered.

Moreover, if N(X) is either zero-dimensional or C] (NiX)) is compact the com-

pleteness condition of the metric is not needed.
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Proof. The theorem follows from Theorem 4.1 of [20]. In [20, Theorem 4.1]

the problem is treated somewhat differently, where instead of a metric space X

is assumed to be a uniform T2 space and instead of concluding on the property

of Definition 2.2 it concludes on a slightly stronger condition that Y is completely

indivisible by the class of all nets Q in T, Q if» V (cf. [20, Definition 2.2, 3.1]).

2.4. Theorem. Suppose that (X, T) is a transformation group, X is a locally

compact metric space and the components of NiX) are compact.  A sufficient con-

dition for a connected subset Y of E(X) to be indivisible by T is that one of the

following cases occurs:

(1) Y is a semicontinuum.

(2) Either X or Y is locally connected

(3) N(X) is locally compact.

Moreover the set  Y in conditions (1) and (2) may be replaced by one of its dense

Subsets.

Proof. The theorem follows from Theorem 4.2 of [20]. The remark given in

the proof of Theorem 2.3 also applies here.

Out of the six conditions given in the two previous theorems we select two

important applications for illustration.

2.5. Corollary. Suppose that (X, T) is a transformation group, where X is

a locally compact metric space.   Then a connected subset Y of E(X)   is indivis-

ible by T provided either one of the following conditions holds:

(1) The set NiX) is compact.

(2) The set NiX) has compact components and the space X is locally con-

nected.

Proof.  (1) follows from condition (1) and the last remark of Theorem 2.3. (2)

follows from condition (2) of Theorem 2.4.

We now come to the choice of topological hypothesis of the set Ai(X) or most

generally of the set S which contains it. We will use the hypothesis that the set

S is semiclosed in the sense of Whyburn [25, p. 131]. A subset K oí a metric

space X is said to be semiclosed if its components are closed and any conver»

gent sequence of components of K whose limit set intersects X - K converges to

a single point of X - K. li the space X is compact, this is equivalent to the con-

dition that for every e > 0 the union of all the components of K oí diameter

dia(K) > £ is a closed set [25, p. 132, (5.4)]. We prefer the semiclosed condition

to the more restricted one that S is compact. The replacement of the semiclosed

condition of S in Definition 2,6 by compactness will slightly simplify a few

proofs in this section, but it would lack the generality to include sets such as

arbitrary zero-dimensional sets.
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2.6. Definition. Let (X, T) be a transformation group, where X is a compact

metric space.  Let 5 be a nonempty, semiclosed, invariant subset of X.  We let

X^S) denote the decomposition of X, whose equivalence classes are components

of S and points of X - 5.  Let X^(S) be given the quotient topology. Then canon-

ically (X, T) induces a transformation group (X#(5), T). Let tt: X —» XJ.S) de-

note the canonical projection which takes every point of X to its equivalence

class. The action of (X+(S), T) is determined by the law that 7r(xi) = (Ax))t tot

xe X, teT, i.e. by requiring that tt is a homomorphism of (X, T) onto (X+(S), T).

We call (X^ÍS), T) the S-partition transformation group of (X, T) and the canonical

map 77 the S-projection of (X, T).

According to a theorem in Whyburn [25, Chapter VII, (5.1), (5.2)] a necessary

and sufficient condition that X+(S) is metrizable is that Sis semiclosed. Hence

XjAS) of Definition 2.6 is a compact metric space. The decomposition X,AS) of

X is upper semicontinuous in this case.

The case when X is noncompact will be considered later in the section.

2.7. Proposition.  Let (X^(S), T) be the S-partition transformation group of

Definition 2.6. The following properties hold:

(1) The S-projection n is a transformation group homomorphism of (X, T)

onto (X^(S), T).

(2) The restriction of rr to X — S is a homeomorphism onto its image.

(3) // xe X- S, then there exists a decreasing sequence of neighborhoods

ÍB  } of x such that \AB )} are neighborhoods of AA.

(A) If xe E(X) n (X - S) then Ax) e E(X^(S)).

Proof.  (1) and (2) follow immediately from the definition of (X,AS), T).

(3) If xe X - S then tt- (Ax)) - x.  Let \U„\ be a decreasing sequence of

compact neighborhoods of Ax) such that Ax) = ill' . Then

X = TT" HAX)) = TT" 1 (H O = Q TT" Aun).

Hence \n~ (U )} form a base of neighborhoods of x whose images under n ate

neighborhoods of Ax).

(A) follows from (3) and Proposition 2.1.

The proof of Proposition 2.7 is completed.

2.8. Lemma.  Let (X„.(S), T) be the S-partition transformation group of

Definition 2.6. If X — S has a point which is not almost periodic, then

N(X*(S)) 4 0.

Proof.  By (1) and (2) of Proposition 2.7 the restriction of 77 to X - S is a

transformation group isomorphism of (X - S, T) onto (AX — S), T). Hence X^(S)
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also has a point which is not almost periodic. If NiX^iS)) were empty then

ÍXJ.S), T) is a uniformly equicontinuous transformation group. According to

Gottschalk-Hedlund [8, Theorem 4.38] such a transformation group is uniformly

almost periodic. We would then have a contradiction. Hence NiX^iS)) ^ 0 as

asserted in the lemma.

2.9. Lemma. Let ÍXJ.S), T) be the S-partition transformation group of

Definition 2.6. // MX) C S then NiX^iS)) is totally disconnected.

Proof. Let ?t be the ^-projection of Definition 2.6. If NiX) C S, then E(X) D

(X - S) = X - S. According to Proposition 2.7(4) we must then have NiX^iS)) C

niS). By the topology given to X+(5) the set jHS) is totally disconnected, so

must be the subset NiX^iS)).

In order to verify a condition on indivisibility of the next theorem, we need

the following lemma, which follows from two results of [20].

2.10. Lemma. Let (X, T) be a transformation group, where X is a locally

compact separable metric space. Let Y be a subset of E(X) and D be a dense

subset of Y. If the components of NiX) are compact, then Y is indivisible by T

if and only if D is indivisible by T.

Proof. The lemma is a consequence of the general result [20, Lemma 3.7],

Lemma 3.7 of [20] shows that Lemma 2.10 holds for a locally compact T2 uni-

form space and for the kind of indivisibility that is given in Definition 2.2, except

that all sequences there are to be replaced by nets. For locally compact separable

metric spaces Definition 2.2 and its analogue with sequences to be replaced by

nets are equivalent according to [20, Proposition 2.9].

The proof of Lemma 2.10 is completed.

A major theorem follows.

2.11. Theorem. Suppose that iX^iS), T) is the S-partition transformation

group of Definition 2.6, constructed out of a transformation group (X, T) and a

semiclosed subset S of X, where X is now assumed to be connected as well as

compact. Suppose also that the following conditions are satisfied:

il) NiX) C S.

(2) The set X-S is indivisible by T (Definition2.2).

(3) There exist some x £ X — S which is not almost periodic.

Then iX^S), T) is SAE iDefinition 1.6).

Proof. Clearly XJ.S) is a compact connected metric space. It remains to

verify conditions (a), (b), and (c) of Definition 1.6 for the transformation group

(X^S), T). In order to satisfy condition (a) the set NiX^iS)) must be nonempty

and totally disconnected. Since, by hypothesis (3) of the theorem, the set X — S
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has a point which is not almost periodic, the set N(Xj,S)) is nonempty according

to Lemma 2.8. Since, by hypothesis (1) of the theorem, N(X) C S, we must have

that N(Xj,S)) is totally disconnected (use Lemma 2.9). Thus condition (a) has

been verified. Condition (b) of ( 1.6) is automatically satisfied, since the space

X^iS) is compact.

It remains to verify (c) of (1.6) for (X^CS), T). Since AS) is totally discon-

nected and X^iS) is connected, the set AX — S) is dense in XjA). The set

AX - S) is a subset of EÍX^ÍS)) by Proposition 2.7(4). By Lemma 2,10 it then

suffices to show that the set Y = AX — S) is indivisible by T. According to

Definition 1.4 to show the latter is to show that for every sequence ¡i } in T if

there exists a point y0 e Y such that limn_(oo ynf   = p e NiX^iS)), then the se-

quence lyz" } has p as a limit point for all y e Y. We let x and x. be points in

X — S such that Ax) = y and AxA = y_. By the compactness of X the sequence

{x t } has a limit point zeX.  It follows from the equation Aat) = Aa)t for all

a e X, teT, that Az) - p. Since tt(X - S) C E(X#(S)), we have tt~ HMXJS))] c S.

Hence z e S. Since N(X) may be a proper subset of S, the point z is conceiv-

ably a point of E(X). We show that this cannot occur. For if z e E(X) then xQ would

be a limit point of \zt~  \. It would follow that yQ is a limit point of |pi     }.

This is impossible, since p is in N(X1AS)), so must be any point in its orbit

closure. We conclude that z e N(X). Let K be the component of N(X) which

contains z. Then the sequence |x < } has a limit point in K. Since the set

X — S is assumed to be indivisible by T in hypothesis (2), we must have that

Ix/ } also has a limit point in K (cf. Definition 2.2). By projecting down to

X^S) by the map tt, it follows that the sequence lyi  } has a limit point in AK).

Since the set /V(X) is a subset of S, the component K oí NiX) lies in a component

L of S. Then L e X+(5). Since z e K and Az) = p, we conclude that AK.) = p.

Hence \yt } has a limit point in p.  This proves (c) of Definition 1.6 for

(Xp), T)".

The proof of Theorem 2.11 is completed.

The following analysis of the set S can be readily derived by projecting X

to Xj,S) and by applying Lemma 1.15 to (Xj,S), T). The set S of Theorem 2.11

splits into two disjoint sets A and B. The set A = tt- [zV(X+(S))] is compact

invariant and is precisely the union of those components C of S which have the

following property: There exist p eC, x e X - S and sequence \tn\ in T such

that lim        xt   = p eC. Each component of A then contains a component of
7!—»oo      n      r •    r r

MX). The set B = S — A is invariant and is a union of components of S. The

set B n N(X) is then the union of all components of zV(X) which lie in B. If

x e X — S, and p e B and |í i a sequence in T then lim    „ xt   4 p.
» r TZ -1 «-.oo       n      K

A number of similar applications of Theorem 2.11 can be obtained. The fol-

lowing theorem gives some of the important consequences.
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2.12. Theorem. Let (X, T) be a transformation group, where X is a compact

connected metric space. Suppose that the set NiX) is semiclosed and nonempty,

the set E(X) is indivisible by T and that there exists some x £ E(X) which is

not almost periodic.  Then the following properties hold:

(1) N(X) bas at most two invariant components.

(2) If T is connected, then N(X)   has exactly one or two components; in

particular the set NiX) is compact.

(3) // T is abelian, then NiX) has at leajst one invariant component.

(4) If NiX) has finite number of components, then the number is at most two

and NiX) is the union of those two components.

(5) The set of periodic points in (X, T) is contained in two (possibly one)

components of NiX),

Proof. We let S = NÍX) and form the S-partition transformation group

(X+(S), T) as defined in Definition 2.6. Let n: X —» XJ.S) be the S-projection.

We observe that if K is a component of NiX), then K is invariant if and only

if îAk) is a fixed point of X^S). Another observation is that, whether X is com-

pact or not, if P is a finite invariant subset of X and (X, T) is SAE, then P C

MX). This fact follows, for instance, from Lemma 1.15. It follows in turn from

Theorem L7 that P has at most two points. These observations prove (1) and (4).

For proving (2) it suffices to see that every component of N(X) under a con-

nected group is invariant.

(3) If T is abelian, then NiX^iS)) has a fixed point y by Theorem 1.17. The

set ir~ (y) is then necessarily an invariant component of N(X).

(5) If x £ X is periodic, then xT is compact and invariant. Then nix)T is a

compact orbit in (X^CS), T). By Lemma 1.15 the only compact orbits of iX^iS), T)

ate those in NiX^iS)). An examination of Theorem 1.7 shows that the only com-

pact orbits in NiX^iS)) ate either fixed points (type 2, la or lc) or an orbit of

two points (type Id). The proof of (5) then follows.

2.13. Remark.  Theorem 2.12 holds if NÍX) and E(X) are replaced by S    and

X - SQ, where S    is any semiclosed invariant set which contains MX). Moreover,

each invariant component of S    contains a component of MX).

Proof. Save for the last statement, the proof is the same as that of (2.12),

with NiX) and E(X) to be replaced by S    and X - S . The last statement comes

from the fact that such a component C is expressible as C = n~ iy), y a fixed

point of MX^ÍS )). In the notation of the analysis following Theorem 2.11 the

set C is then a component of the set A. Hence C contains a component of NiX),

Perhaps we should point out that we prefer the general set S to the special

set NiX) in Definition 2.6 and Theorem 2.11 for reasons more than just generality.

In general the set N(X) is not semiclosed, but there are interesting semiclosed
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sets which contain N(X), for instance, the set Cl(/V(X)). There are also cases

like in the proof of Theorem 3.4(3), where the N(X) is zero-dimensional, whence

it is semiclosed, but it is the boundary components (of the manifold) which con-

tain NiX) that we want to determine.

It is shown in (2) of Theorem 2.12 that under the hypothesis of the theorem if

T is a connected group, then NiX) has at most two components. A result of this

kind is now given for arbitrary acting group.

2.14. Lemma. Let (X, T) be a transformation group, where X is a compact

connected metric space.  Suppose a subset S of X has the following properties:

(a) S is a nonempty, semiclosed and invariant set which contains A/(X).

(b) The set X — S   is indivisible by T.

(c) There exists some x £ X — S which is not almost periodic.

Let Xy, x2 £ S.  If there is no component of S which meets both Cl(x.T),  and

Cl(x2T), then Cl(x.T) lies in a component K. of S ii - 1, 2).

Proof. Let (XJ.S), T) be again the S-partition transformation group of Defini-

tion 2.6 and n be the S-projection. Let A. = Clix/t) (i = 1, 2). Since no com-

ponent of S intersects both A y and A , we have rriA}) n niA2) =0. If y. m

n(x¿), then n(A^ = Cl (y;T) ii = 1, 2). Hence niAy) and niAA are two disjoint

orbit closures in the transformation group iX^iS), T) which is SAE. We now apply

Theorem 1.22(1). The transformation group (X, T) in (1.22)  is now replaced by

(X+(S), T), and the point a there is now taken to be rAxy), The first equation

Theorem 1.22 then implies that the entire orbit closure niAA must degenerate

to the single point b. Hence ÁA A is a fixed point b. Likewise lAA,) is a

fixed point a. Let K¿ ii = 1, 2) be components of S defined by Kj = JT_1(a) and

K2 = rr-Hb). Then Cl(x.T) = A. C K. ii = 1, 2).

The proof of the lemma is completed.

2.15. Definition. Let (X, T) be a transformation group and let V be an in-

variant subset of X. A dynamical separation of Y is defined to be a decomposi-

tion of y into disjoint nonempty invariant subsets K and L such that neither

set has a limit point of the other. If such a separation exists, the set V is called

dynamically disconnected (such a set is also called decomposable by Smale [24]).

2.16. Theorem. Let (X, T) be a transformation group, where X is a compact

connected metric space. Let S be a subset of X which has the properties (a), (b)

and (c) of Lemma 2.14. // S is dynamically disconnected, then S is the union of

two invariant components.

Proof. We let S = K (j L be a dynamical separation of S. Let x £ K and

y £ L. Then xT C K and yT CL, since K and L are invariant. Since neither one

of K and L has a limit point of the other set, we have Cl(xT) n L =0  and
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CliyT) n K =0. Now if C is a component of S, then C cannot simultaneously

meet K and L, whence it cannot meet both Cl(xT) and CliyT). By Lemma 2.14,

x is contained in an invariant component of S in K and y is contained in an

invariant component of S in L. It follows that K and L ate the union of invariant

components of S.  By Remark 2.13 we have that Theorem 2.12(1) holds if zV(X) is

replaced by S and E(X) is replaced by X — S. It follows that K is an invariant

component of S and L is an invariant component of S.

The proof of Theorem 2.16 is completed.

Up to now §2 considers only transformation groups which have compact

phase spaces. We now give results for those whose spaces are noncompact. The

results are given in Theorem 2.17 and Corollary 2.18.

2.17. Theorem.  Let iX, T) be a transformation group, where X is a locally

compact connected metric space which is noncompact.  Let S be a nonempty sub-

set of X which has the following properties:

(a) The components of S are compact.

(b) Any convergent sequence of components of S whose limit set intersects

X — S converges to a single point of X — S.

(c) ClipT) is compact for all p e S.

(d) The set X — S is indivisible by T.

(e) There exists x e X — S which is not almost periodic.

(f) NiX) C S.

Then S is a continuum.

Proof. First by the theorem of P. Alexandroff that a locally compact con-

nected T2 metric space is separable (cf. [23]) we have that X is separable. We

let  Y be the quotient space of X whose equivalence classes are components of

S and points of X — S. The decomposition  Y is upper semicontinuous; hence Y

is metrizable and (X, T) induces canonically a transformation group (V, T) such

that cfoixt) = icfoix))t for all xeX, te T, where cp: X —♦ y is the canonical pro-

jection which takes every point to its equivalence class. To prove those proper-

ties rigorously one may take the one-point compactification transformation group

(X , T) and then take the S-partition transformation group ((X )¿S), T) of

Definition 2.6. Note that from (a) and (b) the set S is given as semiclosed in X.

It is also semiclosed in X . To show the latter it suffices to see that if a se-

quence of components of S converges and has » as one of the limit points, then

oo is the only limit point. This is true, since in a compact metric space the limit

of a convergent sequence of a connected set is connected. Note that if 77 is the

S-projection of (X*, T) to iix\iS), T) then Y = ÍX\ÍS) - 77(00). This argument

also shows that if X is given the induced metric from X   and V is given the in-

duced metric from Y  = (X )^.(S), then cfo is uniformly continuous. Note that

cp = ít|x.
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We now give X and Y induced metrics from their one-point compactifications.

This does not change the set NiX) according to Proposition 1.1(5). If x e

E(X) n iX -S) then <p(x) e E(y). The proof is the same as that of Proposition

2.7(4). Since NiX) C S, we have E(X)OX - S. Hence <p(X - S) C E(y). We claim

that (y, T) is SAE.

Condition (b) of Definition 1.6 is due to (c) here and that N(Y) C rp(S). (a) of

(1.6) is satisfied. That N(y) 4 0 is obtained by showing NiY*) 4 0 (use (2.8))

and that A°°)4 NiY*) (use (1.15)). For (c) of (1.6) we need to show that E(y) is

indivisible by T. The set cfoiX — S) is dense in Y according to the definition

of y. By Lemma 2.10, E(Y) is indivisible by T if and only if <p(X - S) is in-

divisible by T. That cfoiX - S) is indivisible by T is a consequence of the fact

that X — S is indivisible by T. This is argued the same as in the proof of

Theorem 2.11. Hence iY, T) is SAE. Since y is noncompact, by Theorem 1.28

the set zV(y) is a fixed point p. Let ooj and oo2 be points at infinity of X and

y respectively. If we apply Corollary 1.29 to (y*, T) we find a sequence |s.j

in T such that

lim  ys~   =p    for all y e y, lim ys. = oo2    for all y e Y - |p|.
2*—»OO i—tOO

Let x e X - cf>~ (p); then t = <p(x) 4 p; hence we must have lim.^^ xs¿ = ooj.

Since points in S have compact orbit closure, we then have S C cfo~  (p). Since

cfo~ (p) = «p- (N(Y)) C S, we conclude that S = cfo~ (p). Hence S is its own com-

ponent and is therefore compact and connected.

The proof of Theorem 2.17 is completed.

We give a special application of Theorem 2.17.

2.18. Corollary. Let (X, T) be a transformation group, where X is locally

compact, connected and noncompact. Let E(X) be connected and contain a point

which is not almost periodic.  If /V(X) is compact, then it is a continuum.

Proof. We verify that (X, T) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.17, with

S = NiX). Condition (f) is automatically satisfied. Condition (e) is satisfied,

since X - S = E(X). Conditions (a), (b) and (c) are satisfied since zV(X) is com-

pact. Finally condition (d), which is the same as that E(X) is indivisible by T,

is satisfied by Corollary 2.5(1).

In Theorems 2.11, 2.12, 2.16, 2.17 and Corollary 2.18 we require the condi-

tion that E(X) has a point which is not almost periodic. It would then be desir-

able to give sufficient conditions for this condition. We give them in the follow-

ing two propositions.

2.19. Proposition. Let (X, T) be a transformation group, ¡n order that E(X)

has a point which is not almost periodic it is sufficient, and in case X is compact,

also necessary, that the following property hold:
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(i) There exist points p£ NÍX), xQ e E(X) and a sequence \tn\ in T such

that lim^^ x0in = p.

Proof. Sufficiency. The point xQ in (i) is not almost periodic. If xQ were

almost periodic, then   Cl(xQT) is a minimal set [8, Theorem 4.07]. Since a min-

imal set is either a subset of E(X) or a subset of NiX) (use Theorem 1.2), we

have a contradiction.

Necessity. By hypothesis there exists x, e E(X) which is not almost

periodic. In order to show (i), with Xy for xQ, it suffices to show that Cl(xjT) ft

E(X). One verifies readily that an orbit closure which lies entirely in EiX) must

be a minimal set. Since X is now assumed to be compact, such a minimal set is

compact. In a compact minimal set every point is almost periodic [8, Theorem

4.05]. It follows from these reasonings that  Cl(xjT) t- EiX).

The proof of Proposition 2.19 is completed.

2.20. Proposition.  Let (X, T) be a transformation group, where X is compact

connected.  Suppose N(X) is nonempty and semiclosed.  Let

a = maxi/T(x)|x eXi   ifor fT see Remark 1.19),

/3 = infi/T(x)|xeX|,

y = max|dia(C)|C: components of MX)!.

The following properties hold:

(1) If y < a, then EiX) has a point which is not almost periodic.

(2) // y < ß, then for every component C of N(X) there exists p £ C such

that property (i) of Proposition 2.19 holds.

Proof. (1) By hypothesis there exists pQ £ N(X) such that y < fTip0). Let

s be a real number such that y < s < fTipQ). The definition of the spread function

is such that

fTix) = inf ísupídiatS^xMlí e T\\e> Q\,

where S Ax) is the e-open ball around x.  Hence there exist sequences ix Î and

iy  ! in X and a sequence ii  ! in T such that
J n *■ n

lim  x   = p. = lim  y ,      a\x t , y t ) > s,
„-.«,    «     ^0    B_00 '«» Ti ti' 'n n'

where d is the metric for X. We may assume the existence of

a =■= lim  x t ,       b = lim  y i      and    a = lim  pní   £ NÍX).

Then ¿(a, è) > s.

Now let (X^S), T) be the S-partition transformation group of Definition 2.6
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with S = NÍX). Let tt: X —» X^iS) be the S-projection. By the property that

T7(xi) = T7(x)f for all xe X, te T, we have

lim tt(x ) = ApA = lim   Ay ),
,    . 72-.00 " r° „-**, J"

(a)

lim  tKx )/   = Aa) 4 Ab) = lim  Ay )t .

The inequality is due to the fact that y < s < Aa, b); hence no element in   X¡As)

can contain both a and b.  It follows from (a) that 7r(p0)e NiXjjS)). Now NiXj<S))

is totally disconnected. This is because of NÍXJ.S)) C AS) by Proposition 2.7(4). By

Proposition 1.3 the set NiXjS)) is zero-dimensional. By Lemma 1.11 there exist some

y e E(X„.(S)) and a sequence |inJ in T such that Hm    ^ ytn = Ap0). Let x =

tt~ (y). Then x e EÍX) and we must have lim     ^ xtn e rr~ liAp0)). Property (i)

of Proposition 2.19 is satisfied. The proof of (1) is now completed by applying

Proposition 2.19.

The proof of (2) is similar. Here the point p0 can be chosen from any com-

ponent of NiX).

The proof of Proposition 2.20 is completed.

Note that we use max instead of sup to define the numbers a and y in

Proposition 2.20. This is because the functions fT and dia are upper semicon-

tinuous functions on compact spaces; hence they assume absolute maxima.

To illustrate the meaning of Proposition 2.20 we let MX) in (1) be totally

disconnected. Then y in Proposition 2.20 is such that y = 0. The number a ia

Proposition 2.20 has the property that a = 0 if and only if zV(X) = 0. It follows

from Proposition 2.20(1) that if zV(X) is totally disconnected and nonempty and if

X is compact connected, then E(X) always has a point which is not almost

periodic. This fact has been proved in Lemma 1.11, provided we take Proposition

2.19 into account. The application of Proposition 2.20 is, of course, intended for cases

where zV(X) is not zero-dimensional.

3. Manifolds which carry SAE. In this section we apply §§1 and 2 to obtain

a result of transformation groups whose phase spaces are manifolds. It is shown

in Theorem 3.4 that the only manifolds which can admit SAE (Definition 1.6) are

topologically the standard ones, namely, 72-cells, 72-spheres, 72-disks and closed

upper half-planes of the euclidean 72-spaces. The proofs make use of results of

the generalized Schoenflies theorem. We remark that before us Kinoshita [17] has

shown that if a closed 72-manifold admits SAE for discrete flows then it is topo-

logically an 72-sphere.

We begin by simplifying the definition of SAE.

3.1. Proposition. Let ÍX, T) be a transformation group, where X is a con-

nected metrizable n-manifold in > 2).  Then ÍX, T) is SAE if and only if the fol-

lowing conditions are satisfied:
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(a) NÍX) is nonempty and totally disconnected.

(b) For each p £ NÍX) the set ClipT) is compact.

Proof.  It is shown in [20, Theorem 5.3] that if X is a metrizable 72-manifold

(72 >2) and if condition (a) holds, then EÍX) is indivisible by T. Hence (c) of

Definition 1.6 can be omitted for this case.

3.2. Corollary.   Let ÍX, T) be a transformation group, where X is a compact

connected metrizable n-manifold in > 2). // N(X) is totally disconnected, then it

is compact and in fact it is either empty, a union of one or two points or a Cantor

set.

Proof.  By Proposition 3.1, (X, T) with the given hypothesis is SAE.

Corollary 3.2 then follows from some of the conclusions of Theorem 1.7.

Corollary 3.2 illustrates an advantage of our treatment of transformation

groups with zero-dimensional ¿V(X) from the unified point of view of indivisibility,

rather than from a particular topological point of view such as that Af(X) is

closed and E(X) is connected. If we follow the latter assumption, then the set

NÍX) is assumed to be compact to begin with and the conclusion of Corollary 3.2

would not appear as strong as it is here.

3.3. Lemma.  Let ÍX, T) be SAE.  For every p £ NÍX) there exists a sequence

\t\ in T with the following properties, depending on whether X is compact:

(1) // X is noncompact, then for each neighborhood V of p and compact set

K C X there exists a positive integer m such that Kt. C V for all i > 772.

(2) // X is compact, there exists some q£ NÍX) such that for each neighbor-

hood V of p and compact set K C X, q4 K, there exists a positive integer m

such that Kt{ C V for all i > m.

Proof.  Statement (1) follows immediately from statement (2). If X is non-

compact we consider the one-point compactification transformation group (X  , T)

and apply (2) to (X , T). From the statement of (2) and that 00 is a fixed point

disjoint from the fixed point N(X), it is necessary that a = 00. Hence K becomes

an arbitrary compact subset of X.  Thus (2) implies (1).

(2) We apply Theorem 1.22. We let a in (1.22) be the point p and let the

sequence \s~ 1 of (1.22) be denoted by ii.}. The point b in (1.22) is our point

q in Lemma 3.3(2). Thus by Theorem 1.22 we have that

(a) lim  xí¿ = p    for all x ¡¿ a,
i—.oo

and that ii.j is equicontinuous everywhere except a. Now let V be a neighbor-

hood of p and K a compact subset of X, a 4 K. For each x £ K there exists a

neighborhood U'   oí x and a positive integer 1    such that U t. C V for all
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i > ix, due to the equicontinuity of jr.I at x and equation (a). Since K is com-

pact, it is covered by a finite family li/    . • • •, 1/    Î of such sets 1/ . If we set

m = maxiz    1/ = 1, 2, • • • n\, then Kt.CV for all i > m.

The proof of Lemma 3.3 is completed.

3.4. Theorem. Let X be a connected metrizable n-manifold in > 2). // X

admits an SAE, i.e. with respect to a certain acting group T and a certain metric

of X the set NÍX) is nonempty, totally disconnected and the orbit closure of its

every point is compact, then the following properties hold.

(1) // X is a closed manifold, then X is topologically the n-sphere.

(2) // X is an open manifold, then  X is an open n-cell.

(3) // X is compact with boundary, then X is a closed n-cell.

(4) // X is noncompact with boundary, then X is topologically the closed

upper half of the euclidean n-space.

Proof. (1) For proving this case the technique is identically the same as

that used by Kinoshita [17] for proving discrete flows. Let p, \t.\ and a be de-

fined as in Lemma 3.3(2). Let V and W be euclidean neighborhoods of p and a

respectively. Let K be the compact set X — W and m be the integer given in

Lemma 3.3(2). By Lemma 3.3(2) we have Ktm C V. Hence X = W u Vt~l. Now

any compact manifold which is the union of two open n-cells is topologically the

n-sphere (cf. [l] and [17]). This proves that X is topologically an «-sphere.

(2) Let p and {í¿¡ be given as in Lemma 3.3(1). Let V be an euclidean

neighborhood of p and Cl(V) be compact.Let W be an open neighborhood of ~

in X* such that IfnCl (V) = 0. Let K be the compact set X* - W and 772 the

integer of Lemma 3.3(1) with respect to V and K.  Then Ktm C V. Hence K C

Vi_1 C Cl(V)i-1. Let V, = Vi_1. Then V, is an open «-cell and VCKC V,.771 771 1 771 1 . r 1

We repeat the previous argument with V y in place of V and replace W by a

smaller neighborhood of 00. We continue this process indefinitely and we let W

decrease to 00. We then obtain a sequence of open n-cells
00

V = VQC Vy CV2C...    withX=ljV;i.

71=0

Now a union of monotonie ally increasing sequence of open n-cells is an open

n-cell (cf. Brown [2]). Hence X is an open «-cell.

(3) and (4). For these two cases we first show NÍX) C dX, where r?X is the

boundary of the manifold X. The set <9X is invariant under any transformation

group built on X. Suppose now (X, T) is SAE as assumed. Let p be an arbitrary

point in NÍX). It follows from Lemma 1.15 and the invariance of dX that

p £ NiX). Hence Ai(X) C dX.

(3) We claim that dX is homeomorphic to the (« -l)-sphere S"_1. First
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dX has a finite number of components, since X is compact. Define a syndetic

subgroup (also called uniform subgroup) G oí T by G = \t e T\Ct = t tot all com-

ponents C of dXÎ. It is easy to verify that zV(X, T) = zV(X, S). Also it is clear

that (X, G) is SAE. Let p e NiX) and C    be the component of dX which con-

tains p.  We now apply Lemma 1.15 with G in place of T. Since a component of

dX has more than one point and components of <9X are invariant under G, Lemma

1.15 shows that C    is the only component of dX.  Hence dX is connected and is

therefore a connected closed in - l)-manifold. If tí = 2, then <?X is a compact

connected metrizable 1-manifold without boundary and is then necessarily a top-

ological circle. If « > 3 then n - 1 > 2 and Theorem 3.4(1) implies that dX is

topologically S"~ . For all cases we have that dX is topologically S"     .

We now make the doubling manifold X   of X, which is obtained by making

two disjoint copies of X and identifying points in the boundaries in the ca-

nonical way.  Give an arbitrary metric for the compact metrizable space X . The

transformation group (X, T) extends canonically to a transformation group

(X2, T). It is readily verified that (X2, T) is SAE. In fact, NiX2) = zV(X). Since

X    is a closed Tz-manifold we may apply Theorem 3.4(1) to conclude that X    is

topologically S™. The space X is then a topological T2-disk. Thus we may re-

gard X    as a standard T2-sphere S". Then dX is the image of a locally flat

embedding of S"~    into S". This embedding can be extended to S"      x

(-1, l) —» S" (embedding) (cf. [3, Theorem 3]). From here on the assertion that

X is a closed 72-cell is the direct consequence of the generalized Schoenflies

theorem proved independently by M. Morse [22] and M. Brown [l] (also see their

references on B. Mazur).

(4) By Theorem 1.28 we know that NiX) is a fixed point p. Hence the com-

ponent C    of <?X which contains p is invariant and all other components consist

of equicontinuous points. It follows from Lemma 1.15 and the fact that elements

of T take components of dX to components of dX that C    is the only component

of dX. If we extend (X, T) to (X*, T) then (X*, T) is SAE (Theorem 1.27) and

NiX*) = {ooj u N(X) = [oo, p\. If we apply Corollary 1.29 to (X*, T) we see that X

contains no nonempty compact invariant subset other than !p!. In particular, the

set dX is noncompact. The set <9X is then an open (72 - l)-manifold. If « > 2

we apply Theorem 3.4(2) to idX, T) to conclude that dX is an open (72 - l)-cell.

If « = 2, then dX is a noncompact connected metrizable 1-manifold without

boundary and is necessarily a topological open interval, which is then also an

open (tt - l)-cell.

We form the doubling manifold X   as in the proof of (3) and extend (X, T)

to (X , T) canonically. Give X    an induced metric from its one-point compacti-

fication fX )*. A proof similar to that of Proposition 1.1(5) shows that the
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nonequicontinuous set NÍX) is unchanged when the original metric is replaced

by the induced metric from (X2) . Likewise if Y is the other copy of X which

together with X forms X , then NÍY) is unchanged when the original metric is

replaced by the induced metric from (X2)*. It follows that N(X2) = \p\. In par-

ticular (X , T) is SAE. Since X    is an open «-manifold which carries SAE, it is

necessarily an open «-cell by Theorem 3.4(2).

We now show that X is topologically the closed half-plane of R . We ob-

serve that (X2)* is topologically the «-sphere S". Let (X2)* = ¡oo! u X2. Then

|oo} u dX is a topological (« — l)-sphere which we denote as X"-1. There is no

loss of generality in assuming that (X )   is the standard «-sphere S". Hence

there exists an embedding /: Sn_1 -» S" such that fiS"~l) = 2""1. This em-

bedding is locally flat everywhere except possibly at »£ S". We separate cases

according to the dimension « of X.  If « = 2 the previous discussion clearly

shows that X is topologically the closed half of R . For » = 3 we use the fol-

lowing theorem of Harrold-Moise [ 10]: Let K be a topological 2-sphere in S3

that is locally flat except at a single point p and let A and B be the comple-

mentary domains; then either Cl(A) or CUB) is a closed 3-cell. In our case

K - 2 . Hence either X u i°°! or Y u M is a closed 3-cell. Hence either X

or Y is topologically the closed half of R . Since  Y is just a copy of X, this

proves the case   « = 3.  For « > 3 we use the following theorem of Cantrell [4]:

Let S be a topological in - l)-sphere in Sn in > 3), p£ S and G a component

of S" — S.  Suppose that S has a local collar in Cl(G) at each point of S — \p\;

then C1(G) is a closed n-cell.  Hence |oo¡ uX isa closed «-cell for « > 3. It

follows that X is topologically the closed half-plane of R" for « > 3. This

completes all cases for (4).

The proof of Theorem 3.4 is completed.

3.5. Remark. (1) Theorem 3.4 is valid also for the case « = 1 for SAE.  The

equivalent property for SAE stated in (3.4) should now include that EÍX) is in-

divisible by T.  The same proof for (3.4) applies for this special case.

(2) The converse of Theorem 3.4 also holds, i.e., the four types of manifolds

given in (3.4) admit SAE. It is easy to see that each such manifold carries dis-

crete flows and continuous flows which are SAE. Such transformation groups with

other acting groups can also be constructed.

(3) Theorem 3.4 has been announced as Theorem 9 in [19].  Part (IV) of

[19, Theorem 9] is incorrect and is now corrected as (4) of Theorem 3.4.

Added in proof. Since this paper was written, some literature on the subject

of almost equicontinuous transformation groups bas appeared in publication.

Particularly we mention that F. B. Roberson obtained independently some re-

sults related to Theorem 1.28 here or Theorem 5 of our announcement [19].
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Roberson arrived at the conclusion that NÍX) is a fixed point for uniform spaces,

but with a hypothesis which is more restricted than that of Theorem 1.28 when

the phase spaces are metric spaces.  The results of Roberson appeared in "A

theorem on the near equicontinuity of transformation groups", Proc. Amer. Math.

Soc. 27 (1971), pp.  189—191 arra" ¿72 "Some theorems on the structure of nearly

equicontinuous transformation groups", Canad. J. Math. 23 (1971), pp. 421—425.

We also mention that a number of other results on almost regular homeomorphisms

on manifolds have been obtained by L. S. Husch since the works of [5], [13].

We thank Professors W. Gottschalk, S. Kinoshita, M. Morse and R. Summer-

hill for discussions.
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